Design challenges when considering structural mezzanines

By Max Puchtel, P.E.

Smart use of existing space opens up opportunities

When a warehouse or distribution center outgrows its current facility, they face a decision to build new or retrofit the existing facility. The smart use of existing vertical space, made possible by adding a structural solution such as a mezzanine, brings some considerations.

When DC managers decide to add an industrial steel structure to their warehouse or distribution center a structural engineer is always faced with the fundamental design challenge of transmitting the structure’s loads to the building foundation.

In this brief white paper we will discuss what, in our experience, constitutes the primary considerations when adding structural solutions to a DC, the potential pitfalls of adding new loads onto existing foundations, and which strategies can mitigate or hinder the risks associated with new structural design.

The challenge of the existing foundation

All structures traditionally accomplish the transmittal of the structure’s loads to the building foundation by utilizing isolated lateral frames. These frames are specific sections of the structure, located in strategic locations, which transmit lateral loads to the foundation and provide the overall structural stability. Although the loads on the foundation from these frames are relatively high, this approach is efficient when the structure is designed at the same time as the design of the building foundation. That way, the foundation can be designed to specifically handle the loads imposed by the isolated frames, such as by designing various types of accommodating footings.

However, within the material handling industry, this kind of coordinated construction is not always practical or possible. Often there are continual modifications and improvements which over-time, require the design of new structures that impose new loads well after the initial foundation has been designed and built. Evaluating the adequacy of existing foundations after the fact causes undesired consequences for the client. Sometimes costly new footings may be required, or the beneficial design features of the new structure, such as large column to column spacing and overall load capacity, have to be compromised.
General guidelines for the design process

In our experience, the design process requires a smart evaluation of all the elements mentioned above, but deciding how to treat the existing foundation is perhaps the biggest unknown factor in the design process. For example: Are the depth, dimensions, and quality of the concrete foundation known? Does the client want to pay to test it? Do the original design drawings or construction plans even exist?

Because the quality of the foundation is commonly unknown, the foundation’s adequacy must be conservatively assumed. These assumptions inhibit the features of the new design; furthermore, even making assumptions may cause additional problems. For example: Who is legally responsible for the foundation’s adequacy if it is not tested? Will the engineer of record be comfortable with the assumptions? Will the local building official accept those assumptions? Will the seismic codes and requirements influence the acceptability of those assumptions? How will your assumptions fare in areas where there have been past geotechnical issues?

Think differently about the solution

The above problems are always present, but their influence can be mitigated. There are two paths to choose from, each yielding different results:

   **The traditional route:** Start with the straightforward approach of designing an isolated frame in the new structure. This process is well documented in structural engineering literature. The new large load reactions caused by that frame will need to be resisted by a new foundation design, which is based upon the testing of the existing soil and the slab, followed by an analysis and design of additional foundations. The installation of those footers will involve partial demolition of the existing slab and excavation of the earth below. Additional contractors will be required for the new concrete work, and each step of the process will significantly increase installation time.

   **The non-traditional route:** Design the structure in a new way! While many traditional approaches have been very successful in the retrofit of structural solutions to existing buildings, we have been successful in thinking more broadly about an approach. One example is: Rather than selecting isolated frames to transmit the lateral loads of the *entire* structure, each column itself can be thought of as a mini “frame” by designing it such that it is engaged in bending and, therefore, resists the lateral forces *only tributary to itself*. This strategy evenly distributes the lateral force reactions seen by the foundation throughout the entire structural footprint, greatly reducing the likelihood that additional footings or foundation modifications will be necessary at all and increasing the performance of the structure. This approach has been well accepted in applications where the existing building is old, has unknown slab and soil conditions, or where the original structural plans are unavailable. Also, this strategy works very well in areas of high seismic activity, where the seismic loads must be dispersed as widely as possible and a high amount of redundancy in the structural system is preferred.
Your solutions

Every installation and design presents certain challenges. The best route for you will depend on many factors. By working closely with the design engineers, all of your requirements and your DC’s structural capabilities will be considered to yield the optimum design for you.

If the solution requires an unconventional design, you will need to engage engineers who understand it. Although intuitive, unconventional approaches are not clearly defined within structural engineering literature, especially in regard to special seismic codes and provisions. Not only will many structural engineers be unaware of this design strategy, but they also may not have the experience to get it built!

Resources

Wynright Structural Solutions regularly meets a wide variety of challenges and builds mezzanines in assorted conditions and operations. Designing a mezzanine requires a thorough understanding, and creative, knowledgeable, interpretation of industry codes and regulations. Our award winning team has the reputation, experience and overall know-how to get the job done.

Wynright Structural Solutions can be contacted through www.wynright.com, or call 847-238-5399.
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